Securing your Business
With our online backup service, your important data is transmitted
over the Internet and securely encrypted and stored on a server in
our Tier-IV data center. There's no hardware to install or maintain,
no wires to connect, no unreliable tapes to deal with.
Your important business data is backed up off-site, away from your
business where it's safe from theft, fire, and other disasters manmade or otherwise.

Not all Online Backup services are
created equally!
CTEX uses convenient schedulers, allowing you to schedule
backups to automatically occur at a set time or whenever changes
are made to already backed up files. Cutting-edge security
measures are employed using military-grade encryption, to
safeguard your data.
Storage technology is based on EMC enterprise storage solutions
using VCE’s V-Block unified cloud technology with high end CISCO
Blade servers. Our infrastructure is built to support enterprise class
requirements with strict demands for recoverability and security.
Our RAID/RAIN storage infrastructure provides a 100% uptime
SLA, with zero data loss protection once your data is stored in our
secured digital vault.
CTEX's state-of-the-art, guarded data centers protect files from
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unexpected disasters while theft of backed up data is virtually
impossible using our state of the art encryption technology.

How it works
Depending on the volume of data you will backup, we will work
with you on an initial data seeding process. There is the option of
using our encrypted storage drives with physical and logical
encryption keys. You backup your data at your site, and lock the
physical drive with a two part physical key. You bring or ship the
drive to our facilities and under supervision, the initial seeding
occurs. This is a one-time event.
Automatic, continual backup
Your files are backed up automatically and continually in the
background, so your backup stays up-to-date and your employees
can stay focused on their jobs.
Simple, browser-based admin dashboard
You'll have complete insight into the backup status of all the
computers in your account from an easy-to-use web-based
dashboard — allowing you to easily manage the backup of your
entire business.
Easy Recovery that actually works
If something happens, CTEX makes it easy to recover files or to roll
back to previous versions. CTEX’s client recovery system is
designed to be easy to use, but if you have any questions our
multi-lingual support staff is here to help.
Easy to budget
Data backup is provided in increments of 500MB with no maximum
storage limit. You determine how much data you want to backup
and hence your storage costs.

Know where your data lives
CTEX’s secured backup vaults are located safely and securely in
Curacao. Curacao is part of the Dutch kingdom and is an associate
member of the European Union. Your data is protected by srict
privatization laws based on European conventions
Give us a call today and start securing your business data:
info@ctexpartners.com | +5999-737-0022 | ctexhypercloud.com
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